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FOAM & DENSITY SELECTION

Foam selection is arguably the most important element of your blank selection. It will determine your surfboard’s overall 
performance, weight, strength and feel.

US Blanks offers 6 densities of Polyurethane foam and 2 types of EPS foam, each available in 2 densities. 

Polyurethane (PU)
US Blanks manufactures a water blown, Toluene Diisocyanate based polyester polyurethane blank. We feel this combina-
tion provides the best physical properties required by a  surfboard, resulting in the strongest blank possible, and yields the 
best performance qualities. Our formulation provides the optimum strength, ease of shaping, and maximum flex. We are 
continuously testing and fine tuning our formulation to ensure that our blanks exceed industry standards for these charac-
teristics.

Our PU blanks are available in 6 densities for most sizes. Actual PCF (pounds per cubic foot) of a given weight foam will 
vary due to mold compaction and skin-to-core ratio. 'e comparisons listed are based on the difference in pounds of foam 
used to pour each density and is an average among blank sizes.

'e DENSITY of a blank is identified by the color of the paint on the nose.
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Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)

US Blanks offers 2 types of surf-formulated EPS foam with DENSITY indicated with text on the nose: 

         BLOCK-CUT EPS       &               SUPERFUSED EPS

Block-Cut EPS blanks are available in 2 stock 
densities; 1.5 pcf & 2.0 pcf, with 1.0 pcf available 
via custom order. 'ese blocks are available up to 
24’ long x 4’ wide x 3’ thick. Custom cut files may 
be submitted in either Shaped 3D or AKU Shaper 
formats. All PU sizes are available as Block-Cut 
EPS.

Superfused EPS are molded and available in 6 
sizes, in multiple thicknesses, and 2 densities; 1.5 
pcf & 2.0 pcf. 'e molding process provides tighter 
fusion and cell structure than traditional EPS 
blanks. Additional information is listed on page 70 
of this catalog.
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